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Clear all cached data android

Each Android smartphone has an application management that you use through the settings menu. It's usually in the top-level somewhere, but it can vary a bit by phone. But once you get there, you're at the heart of the matter. In this area you will see every application that is installed on your phone or tablet. And it's a convenient place to
clean things up a bit should they go shaky. The app cache (and how to erase it) While you're using applications, they start saving files to refer later. These files are stored in a cache app. For example, when you use a web browser, images you've seen are saved so they don't have to be downloaded every time the app needs them. This
cache saves you time and data. But you might want to erase the data in an app's cache, to get some used space back, or to try to fix an app that misbehaves. This method is how you do it. Open your phone's settings. Tap the Storage heading to open the settings page. If your phone is running Android Oreo or earlier, you want to open the
App Manager Settings page. Source: Android Central Tap the other apps headline to see a list of your installed apps. Find the application you want to clear the cache from, and then tap its listing. Source: Android Central Tap the Clear cache button. This is our top choice for anyone looking to get started with a VPN. It offers a great mix of
speed, reliability, excellent customer service and affordability. There's a 30-day money-back guarantee, so give it a shot today. Starting at $6.67 per month at ExpressVPN The next time you use the app, it'll download everything it needs from the Internet, like it did the first time you used it. Cached data erasing does not make other data
clear, such as logins or saved games. This often solves things, especially when an app pulls the content from a website that always changes and adds more content. To completely clear storage, repeat these steps and choose the Clear Storage button in the last step. Warning: Removes all data from the app, including usernames and
passwords, game progress, etc. Your phone may look different All Android phones cache application data in the same way, but some manufacturers offer separate tools to keep apps in check. We use the Pixel 4 in this guide, but your phone may be something else. Don't worry, the basics are all the same, and this guide will also work for
your phone! It's not big or flashy, but you should consider the Pixel 4a anyway. This is a neat little package of good specs, excellent software, and a great camera - the overall experience is worth much more than the $350 asking price. Older Androids: to Settings &gt; Storage &gt; Devices (or similar section &gt; cached data &gt; Cache
Data &gt; Tap OK. Newer Androids: Go to Settings &amp; Apps &amp; View Notifications &amp; All ## apps. Tap the app you want to clear, and then tap &gt; Clear Cache &gt; Clear Data. This article explains in detail how to clear all the cached data at once or Apps. The information and directions below apply to Android Lollipop (5.0)
and newer and should apply regardless of who created your Android phone: Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. The easiest way to deal with the device's cache is to remove it all at once. This saves the trouble of hunting the cache for the individual app and it can solve many performance issues or erratic behavior on the Android
device. It can result in a decent amount of storage space being recovered, but this tends to have a temporary effect. Apps slowly rebuild their cache while they're being used, so it should only be used as a short-term solution to any storage issues. Clear the cache: Open the App Android settings. Tap Storage. It is usually in the device
portion of the settings. Android calculates where device storage is used (apps, photos, or other places.). Go to Cached Data to see how much you get back. Tap Cached Data. Confirm your choice when you are asked to do so. If you clean up the cache data, no personal information or important data stored on the device is erased. Newer
versions of Android no longer allow you to erase this data at once. Some manufacturers may also limit this feature. If you don't have the option, you can only clear the app cache separately. If only one or two apps experience problems, clearing the cache for these individual apps is an alternative to removing the full cache. And on newer
devices that don't allow you to remove the full cache at once, this is the alternative choice. Open the Android Settings app. Choose Apps &amp; Notifications. Tap View All ## Apps, with the actual number of apps on your device, to open the full list. Tap the app you want to clear. The amount of storage each app uses, including the cache,
appears under the app's name. On the App Information screen, tap Storage to see a detailed breakdown of how the store is used. Tap Clear Cache to clear the app's cache. Tap Clear Data to clear the data associated with the app. The size of the cache drops to zero. The cache contains temporary files that are used to speed up the app.
Sometimes these are files that have been downloaded from the Internet and are often used by the app. If you delete files in the cache, the app can load and work faster. Cache files give an app quick access to the information they need. But this is duplicated information that is permanently stored elsewhere, and if the file is not most up-to-
date, it can cause problems. If the file is damaged, which means that some of the stored in it, this can cause the app to behave erratically or crash. Clearing the cache can solve these problems, and it's often a good step for troubleshooting before resetting the device, which is often the last step in fixing an irregular device. Here are some
tips to keep in mind when clearing the app cache: If a specific app is having problems, you'll need to clear the cache and open the app to see if the Remain. If multiple apps or the Android device are having problems, you'll need to clear the cache of your most-used apps. To clean up storage, you must first clear the cache of the Chrome
browser and other web browsers you use on the device. Then remove the cache of social media apps like Facebook or Twitter and other apps that have internet access. If you need more space, start the other apps with apps that take up the most total space. Clearing cache is a temporary method to get storage space. When you use an
app, a new cache of temporary files is built up. Updated june 29, 2020 to see the latest Android tools. Few things in life are as annoying as finding that your Android device refuses to install more app updates because it's running out of storage. Unlike many of life's minor annoyances, though, this one is easy to solve. You don't do anything
about your system files, but you can quickly erase costly gigs by swiping outdated downloads, wiping out offline maps and documents, erasing caches, and wiping unnecessary music and video files. And if these tips don't do the trick, check out our choices for the best Android phones for every need and budget. Clear out all the cache app
data Michael Simon/IDG Clearing out cache won't save a ton of space at once, but it will add up. If you dig into the Apps storage screen and tap a separate app, you'll notice that each app has its own stock of cached data, ranging from a few kilobytes to hundreds of megs or even more. These caches of data are essentially just unwanted
files, and they can be safely deleted to free up storage space. Select the app you want, then the Storage tab, and finally, the Clear Cache button to remove the trash. Tom your Chrome browser Michael Simon/IDG Chrome can use a bit of your phone's space. One of the biggest background abusers of your phone's space is a web
browser. Every time you visit a site, it saves a little for faster loading, and they can add up over time. To get things back to your needs, open Chrome on your Android phone, tap the menu in the upper-right corner, and open Settings. Then go to Site Settings and scroll down to Storage. At the bottom of the screen, you'll see an option to
clear site storage. Tap it and you would free up a few hundred megabytes. Clean up your Michael Simon /IDG downloads on Your phone stores everything you've ever downloaded, so you may need to erase it from time to time. Just like on a PC or Mac, your Android device has a Downloads folder. You can find it in the Files app on most
phones, although it's called My Files on Galaxy Phones, it is a favorite hideout for various unwanted files that have been downloaded from the web or any other app. When you find it, sort the three-line menu icon in the top corner of the screen and the list of downloads by size, look at what gets the most storage space. Then just tap and
hold to select the one you don't want and throw them away. Dump photos that have already upOne of the best features of Google's Photos app is the ability to back up your entire photo library on your online Google account. Once your snapshots are safely backed up, photos can zap locally stored images to free up more space. Open the
Photos app, tap the three-line menu button in the upper-left corner of the screen, and then tap Free Space. In the Photos app, you'll know how many images you can remove from local storage and how much space you're saving. Tap OK to pull the trigger. Note: If you're using the High Quality setting for unlimited cloud storage with lower
resolution of your backup photos, keep in mind that the Free device storage feature removes your full-resolution originals. Make sure you've stored them somewhere else before you tap the OK button. Managing downloaded music, movies, and podcastsThe biggest space pistons on your Android phone are media files. Those albums you
downloaded for a camping trip or a movie for a long flight that you just forgot, can eat a lot of data. Fortunately, they are easy to find and remove. First, go to the Storage tab in Settings and check the Audio and Video folders to see if there are any files that can be deleted. Michael Simon Audio and video files can be huge space pistons.
You also want to check your individual streaming apps for downloaded files. That includes Spotify, Netflix, YouTube Music or any other app you use, as files can be included in the app itself. Clearing offline areas in Google MapsDownloading a map in the latest version of the Google Maps app is a great way to navigate when your device
is offline, especially now that both search and directions are supported. But those searchable offline areas come at a cost: storage space, and potentially a lot of it. A single offline map can consume more than a gigabyte of storage, depending on the size of the area. You control how much space your offline maps have used by tapping the
three-point menu button in the upper-left corner of the main Google Maps interface, and then tapping Offline. The storage used by each offline card is displayed under the name. Tap the card, and then tap Delete to recover the storage space. Discharge your least-used appsI like the fact that I can download and install Android apps
remotely on my devices from a desktop web browser. The downside? My Android handsets tend to be overcrowded with too many apps, many of them used only once (or never). Ben Patterson / IDG You'll find out which apps you use the least through the Play Store app. The solution, of course, is to use some of these apps ideally, the
one you use the least. There are also several apps that can track your app usage and tell you which apps you use the least, including: app usage, app tracker, and QualityTime. But the best judge of the apps you don't want is you. Browse your app tray to find apps you no longer need, or view your library in the Store.To find a list of
everything on your phone, open the Play Store app, tap the three-line menu button in the upper-right corner of the screen, tap My Apps &amp; Games, and then tap the Installed tab. Then tap the Manage Your Apps tab. On the next page, you'll see a list of your apps sorted by how often you use them, and you can easily delete the apps
you no longer need. Use your phone's storage tools If you're lucky enough to have a phone updated to Oreo, Google has some great tools built in to track and manage your storage limits. Go to the Set up app and tap the Storage tab. Inside, you'll find a handy overview of everything that takes up space on your phone, just like nougat. But
in Oreo, you have more control over your files. Tap one of the sections and you'll see a list of related apps and how much space they use. Tap again and clear your all inside by selecting the Free Storage button. Please note that this will delete all files that help in the app. Michael Simon / IDG The storage manager in Android Oreo will
help you see exactly what your phone's free space eats. At the top of Oreo's storage manager, you'll also find a new Free up space button. Tap it and you'll see a list of your downloads and rarely used apps, as well as an option to erase photos and videos that have already been backed up in the cloud. It's essentially a shortcut, but it's a
handy one. Turn on smart storage inOreo includes a new switch called Smart Storage that can work wonders without having to do anything. Put it on and your phone will automatically clean up the biggest space tar: photos and videos. Michael Simon/IDG Android Oreo's Smart Storage can free up space without having to raise a finger.
Because we all forget to delete our photo libraries regularly, you choose to automatically delete backup photos and videos after 30, 60 or 90 days so your phone isn't filled with duplicate photos. Get an SD cardMost every Android phone you buy in 2018 has a slot for expandable storage, so you can double, triple and quadruple the space
on your phone for just a few dollars. You want to get a micro SD card from Samsung or SanDisk in at least 32GB capacity. Prices per gigabyte drop significantly as capacity increases, so you have to buy the biggest card you can afford. As a very general rule, around $0.40 per gigabyte is a good price. Michael Simon/IDG The best way to
free up space on your Android phone is to add more of it. Once you select the size you want, installing it is an instant. There's no formatting to worry about, just open your SIM card slot and slide into the SD card. Then put files and apps on the map if necessary free up precious internal space. Most phones support SDcards, google's Pixel
phones and certain Galaxy phones didn't think. Take advantage of Google DriveGoogle gives 15 free gigs gigs storage with any account, so you might as well use it. Everything in the Downloads or Files app can be sent to your Google Drive by tapping the menu button in the upper-right corner and choosing Send to. Opens the subsheet,
where you select Save in Drive to choose which folder to add to. Then you remove it from your phone without losing it forever. Michael Simon/IDG Your phone comes with 15GB of free space that you may not be using. And if 15 gigs aren't enough, you upgrade to Google One and increase your storage by an order of magnitude for just a
few dollars a month. For just $1.99 a month, you get an extra 100GB of space, and a buck more ($2.99/month) will double to 200GB. Note: If you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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